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Abstract of thesis entitled: 
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for the degree of Master of Philosophy 
at The Chinese University of Hong Kong in July 2011 
The wide applicability of chance-constrained programming, together with ad-
vances in convex optimization and probability theory, has created a surge of 
interest in finding efficient methods for processing chance constraints in recent 
years. One of the successes is the development of so-called safe tractable approx-
imations of chance-constrained programs, where a chance constraint is replaced 
by a deterministic and efficiently computable inner approximation. Currently, 
such an approach applies mainly to chance-constrained linear inequalities, in 
which the data perturbations are either independent or define a known covari-
ance matrix. However, its applicability to the case of chance-constrained conic 
inequalities with dependent perturbations—which arises in finance, control and 
signal processing applications一remains largely unexplored. In this thesis, we 
consider the problem of processing chance-constrained affinely perturbed linear 
matrix inequalities, in which the perturbations are not necessarily independent, 
and the only information available about the dependence structure is a list of 
independence relations. Using large deviation bounds for matrix-valued random 
variables, we develop safe tractable approximations of those chance constraints. 
A nice feature of our approximations is that they can be expressed as systems of 
linear matrix inequalities, thus allowing them to be solved easily and efficiently by 
off-the-shelf solvers. We also provide a numerical illustration of our constructions 
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Traditional (deterministic) optimization models assume that the data is pre-
cisely known. For instance, in a canonical transportation problem, the param-
eters — t h e unit costs of shipment from supplier i to customer j, the supply 
and the demand, are all presumed to be known. Optimization theories derived 
from the deterministic point of view have been widely used over the past several 
decades. However, it has also long been recognized that deterministic models are 
not adequate to present the real picture, where uncertainties exist as a fact of 
nature. The inevitable, such as measurement errors and implementation errors, 
can make the optimal solutions of the deterministic models no longer optimal, or 
even infeasible in some realizations of data uncertainties. 
To take care of uncertainties, much effort has been made to incorporate them 
in optimization models. One approach pioneered by Charnes et al. [18, 17] is to 
find a solution that is feasible with respect to most realizations of the uncertain 
data. More precisely, by treating the uncertain data as a random vector ^ G 
whose distribution is either partially or completely specified, one can introduce a 
so-called probabilistic or chance constraint of the form 
inf Fi(F{x,^)eK)>l-e (1.1) 
p e ‘ 少 � � p � � ‘ ' — 
into the optimization model. Here, is the set of distributions that are consistent 
with our a priori k n o w l e d g e , � � I P means that ^ is distributed according to P, 
X G is the decision vector, F \ W x W^ ^ W is Si random vector-valued 
function, X C RMs a closed pointed convex cone, and e e [0,1) is a tolerance 
parameter. 
1 
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In this thesis, we are particularly interested in a class of chance constraints 
(1.1) called chance-constrained linear matrix inequalities (LMIs), meaning that 
the function F{x, is in the form of 
m 
‘ = + (1.2) 
i=l 
Here Aq, A i , . . . , Am are affine functions that take values in the space 
S'^ of d X d real symmetric matrices. The chance constraint can be consequently 
written as 
m 
起 “ W A ) � + E & A � ^ 0) > 1 - e. (1.3) 
“ i=l 
Note that (1.3) models a semidefinite constraint with perturbations and the direc-
tions along which perturbations may occur are defined by matrices Ai，…，Am^ 
For d = 1, it is known that when the distribution of ^ is radial or log-concave 
symmetric, exact and efficiently computable descriptions of the feasible set defined 
by (1.1) are available; see, e.g., [35, 36, 14]. More recently, El Ghaoui et al. [24 
have shown that when 沙 is the set of distributions with given mean vector and 
covariance matrix, the chance constraint (1.1) can be reformulated as a conic 
quadratic inequality. For other classes of distributions, however, such exact and 
efficient reformulations may not be possible. To circumvent this problem, one can 
construct a so-called safe tractable approximation of the chance constraint (1.1), 
i.e., a system of efficiently computable constraints whose feasible solutions can be 
efficiently converted into feasible solutions to (1.1). One way of constructing such 
approximation is to derive an analytic upper bound on the violation probability 
0 < 0). This was first pursued by Pinter [44], who proposed to bound 
the violation probability using Chernoff-HoefFding-type inequalities. As later 
observed by various researchers [4, 8] (see also [3, Chapter 4]), the safe tractable 
approximations obtained from Pinter's approach are just robust counterparts of 
the affinely perturbed linear constraint with suitably defined uncertainty sets. 
Such a connection allows one to utilize powerful results in robust optimization to 
construct other safe tractable approximations of (1.1); see, e.g., [8, 9, 21 . 
Alternatively, one can use a generating function of the random variable 
F{x, to bound the violation probability. A natural bound that results from ‘ 
such an approach is the conditional value-at—risk (CVaR) functional applied to 
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which can be shown to give the tightest convex conservative approxima-
tion of the violation probability; see [26, Remark 4.51 and Theorem 4.61] and 
41]. Furthermore, there is a close connection between the CVaR functional and 
uncertainty sets in robust optimization [7，39]. However, it is generally difficult 
to evaluate the CVaR functional accurately. Thus, many efficiently computable 
bounds on the CVaR functional have been developed [41, 19, 20], and each of 
them yields a safe tractable approximation of (1.1). 
For d � 1 , much work was done for the case where the matrices 74�(a;), Ai(x), 
. . .，Am{x) are diagonal for all x G M'^ , i.e., the case of joint chance constraints. 
For'instance, one can show that the joint chance constraint (1.1) can be replaced 
by a set of deterministic constraints when the distribution of ^ satisfies certain 
concavity assumptions [45, 23]. Recently, some effort has also been made to 
construct safe tractable approximations of more general joint chance constraints 
using various bounds on the CVaR functional [20，53]. For arbitrary symmetric 
matrices AQ(X), Ai{X)^..., Am(X), Nemirovski [40], Ben-Tal and Nemirovski [6], 
So [48] established guarantees on the violation probability of a solution either by 
utilizing precise distributional information (such as the density function or the 
covariance matrix of (^ ), or by assuming independence of the random variables 
fi,...，(J 爪.More recently, Cheung, So and Wang [22] considered the case when the 
dependence structure of , • • •, ^ m is revealed only through a list of independence 
relations. It should be pointed out that one can also use Monte Carlo sampling 
to tackle the general chance constraint (1.1). However, in order to assert the 
feasibility of the solution obtained by this method with high confidence, the 
number of samples required is on the order of 1/e [12, 13，25, 37, 16, 15], which 
can render the computation prohibitively expensive. 
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2，we introduce 
some heuristics, notations and facts that would be used later. In Chapter 3, 
we derive large deviation bounds for sums of dependent matrix-valued random 
variables and consequently develop safe tractable approximations of chance-
constrained LMIs under the most general setting. In Chapter 4，we give safe 
tractable approximations for quadratically perturbed LMIs under several specific 
distributional settings. In Chapter 5, we first discuss the conservatism of our 
approximation formulations, and bring about two update procedures to improve 
it. Then, we apply our results to a problem in control theory. Chapter 6 gives 
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In this chapter, we bring together some heuristics, tools and techniques that 
will be used in the latter chapters. 
2.1 Heuristics by Hoeffding and Janson 
To begin, suppose that 仏 . . .，。are real-valued independent random vari-
ables with finite first and second moments and A i , . . . , Am are real numbers. Let 
S = YlieA S = E [5], where A = { 1 , . . . , m} is the index set. Well-known 
upper bounds of the probability Pr (5 — 5 > t), for t > 0, include Bienayme-
Chebyshev inequality, Chebyshev's inequality, Bernstein's inequality etc. As a 
matter of fact, all these probability inequalities are actually derived from the 
following observation first made by S. N. Bernstein: 
FT{S-S>t) = E[1 丨一 (S-旬] 
< E[exp {h {S-S-t))' 
= e x p i-ht) ] ] [ E [exp (/ife - E for any > 0, 
ieA 
(2.1) 
where !/(•) denotes the indicator function on 1. By obtaining an upper bound for 
each E [exp - E [&])乂《)]and optimizing over /i, an upper bound of Pr (S - 5 > t) 
can be derived. Note that the presumed independence among random variables 
is crucial, because the last equality holds owning to this fact. 
The above analysis is presented in Hoeffding's work [33], in which there is 
5 
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also a section dedicated to the case where some dependence is allowed. More 
precisely, if S can be written in the form of 
S = ViSi + PiSi + ... + pnSN, (2.2) 
where each Si is a summation of independent random variables, Pi,...，p;v are 
nonnegative numbers, and + • • • + p^ v = 1，then one can utilize the following 
Jensen's inequality to develop an upper bound for Pr {S > t). 
Fact 1 (Jensen's Inequality [47]) If f is a continuous and convex function 
on I, then for any positive numbers Pi,... ,PN such that Pi + • • • + PN = and 
any numbers xi,... ,xn on I, we have 
/ N \ N 
f "^PiXi < 
\i=l / i=l 
Remember that 
Pr > t) < e—"屯[exp (hS)]， h> 0, 
and that the exponential function is continuous and convex, by Jensen's inequality 
/ N \ N 
exp (hS) = exp I h [ p i S i < "^pi exp (hSi). 
\ i=l J i=l 
Hence we have 
N 
i=l 
Therefore, by choosing p i , … h properly, an upper bound of Pr {S > t) can 
be derived. 
This idea of decomposing a random variable S into its independent fractional 
parts has been fathomed later by S. Janson in his work [34] in a graph theoretic 
sense. To be specific, given a set of random variables {沾 ^儿 we may generate a 
graph G = (V, E) obeying the following rules^: 
1. Each vertex Vi e V corresponds to a random variable & (or we may just 
denote V by A)\ 
iThis is by no means the only way to construct a graph which describes the independence of a set ‘ 
of random variables. In some circumstances, this set of rules can be invalid, e.g., the case of quadratic 
Rademacher variables in Chapter 4 
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2. The random variables in { f j : z G A!) are independent whenever 乂' C 乂 is 
an independent set^ in G. 
We call G a dependence graph of Clearly, if a subset of V is independent 
‘ in the graph theoretic sense, then the corresponding random variables are also 
independent in the probability sense. Then we may consider decomposing G into 
independent subsets fractionally, instead of finding the proper expression in the 
form of (2.2). Note that there may be more than one possible decompositions. 
Hence, we need to specify which to choose. For the sake of a precise understanding 
of the big picture, let us briefly review Janson's argument. 
Definition 1 We say a collection of pairs {{Aj,Wj)}j, where Aj C A and wj > 0 
for all j, forms an exact proper fractional cover of A if 
1. for each i G A, wj = 1, 
2. for each j, the random variables in {^i : i e Aj} are mutually independent. 
Consider a collection {pj } j of positive numbers, each corresponds to a pair in 
the exact proper fractional cover of 乂, such that pj = 1. For any u eR, we 
compute 
r / y 
E [exp(ii5)] = E exp u 丫 jjAj 
. \ x^A / . 
r / \ 1 
^ UWJ V-^ ^ , \ 
二 E exp X ^ V j — X ^ i i A i 
. \ j 巧_ / _ 
r ( M 
< 5 > 厂 ® exp (2.3) 
j I \ 納 / _ 
= ；厂 n 小 p f s 队 ) 1 ， (2-4) 
j iEAj L V Pj / � 
where (2.3) follows from Fact 1, and (2.4) follows from the independence of the 
random variables in {Ji : z G Aj}. Suppose now that the moment generating 
^Recall that an independent set in a graph is a set of pairwise non-adjacent vertices. ‘ 
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functions of the random variables Ci，•. • have subgaussian-type growth, i.e., 
there exist constants {vi}i satisfying 
E [exp(时i)] < exp (2.5) 
for all 6* G E and i = 1,…，m. Then, we deduce from (2.4) that 
E [exp(^5)] U ^ [exp f ^ C i A ) ! < ； ^ 巧.• H exP ( ^ v - a A • 




^ i - E - M ? , T 二 巧 
ieZj. j “ 
we obtain from (2.6) that 
E [exp{uS)] < Y^pj exp = y ^ p . exp 平)=exp . 
J \ Pi ) j 
The desired upper bound 
Pr {S>t)< inf {exp {-ut + u^T^)} = exp ( — f o r 力〉0 (2.7) 
then follows by an application of Markov's inequality. 
In this work, our ultimate goal is to derive safe tractable approximations for 
(1.3). Towards that end, we intend to establish upper bounds on the violation 
probability 
/ rn \ 
Pr + , (2.8) 
^ V / 
where AQ, A i , . . . , Am : —> are affine functions, by utilizing a list of in-
dependence relations of and some additional information (such as support or 
tail behavior) about the collection of real-valued mean-zero random variables 
€ = (“...，？m). Our approach is based on the aforementioned heuristics from 
Hoeffding and Janson. However, due to the different natures of scalars and ma-
trices, some technical difficulties arise when generalizing the above derivation to 
matrix-valued random variables. To tackle these problems, we introduce neces-
sary preparations in matrix theory and probability theory in the following sec-
tions. Before we proceed, however, some remarks on the above derivation are in 
order. 
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Observe that the quality of the upper bound (2.7) depends on the tightness 
of the moment generating function bounds (2.5), as well as on the effectiveness 
of the exact proper fractional cover we use. While the former depends on the 
class of random variables under consideration, the latter depends on the choice of 
weights {wj } j , which suggests that some optimization is possible. Indeed, since 
the bound (2.7) is tighter when T is smaller, it seems reasonable to consider the 
following optimization problem: 
T* = min I ^ I t ; , c f ' j , (2.9) 
where the minimization is taken over all exact proper fractional covers { {A j ,Wj ) } j 
of A. Unfortunately, there are several obstacles that make Problem (2.9) diffi-
cult to solve in general. First, the objective function in (2.9) is nonlinear, as 
both Wj and Cj depend on the choice of the exact proper fractional cover. Sec-
ondly, in our applications, the quantities { c j } j are functions of the decision vector 
X G M". Thus, the optimal exact proper fractional cover will depend on x in gen-
eral. Thirdly, given a list of independence relations, it is often possible to derive 
additional independence relations from it. However, determining whether a par-
ticular independence relation follows from a given list of independence relations 
is far from trivial; see, e.g., the discussion in [52，Section 13.5]. In view of the 
above obstacles, we shall consider upper bounds on T* instead. Now, let { I j } j 
be the collection of all possible independent sets in the dependence graph G, wj 
be a non-negative weight associated with the independent set I j , and T be the 
polyhedron 
T = < i^； > 0 : ^ Wj = l ioY i E A > . 
I j•滅j J 
Observe that each vector w = {wj)j e JT corresponds to an exact proper fractional 
cover of A, namely, the collection {(X^, wj) ： wj > 0}. Moreover, we have T* < 
_ / \ 1/2 — 
切j ^i '^i) by definition. Thus, any vector in yields an upper 
bound on T*. If the dependence graph G is given, then a vector in T can be 
found in polynomial time by greedy-coloring the vertices of G\ see, e.g., [10， 
Chapter V.l] for the algorithm. 
Alternatively, one can bound T* directly by exploiting properties of the 
dependence graph G. For instance, given any exact proper fractional cover 
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{{Aj, Wj)}j of A^ we can apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to obtain 
/ 12�2 / \ ( \ ( \ f ^ \ 
\ 3 ) \ j / \ j / \ j J \i=\ J 
where the last equality follows from the fact that 
m m 
， = H 叫j Y . 权 = Y . 例 I Z 〒 ！ ] 
j j ieAj i—1 j:ieAj i=l 
Hence, the optimal value Tfc of the linear program 
min : li； G J^l (2.10) 
serves as an upper bound on ( T ? / YlZ=i Although the number T , � w h i c h 
is known as the minimum fractional chromatic number of G, is generally A^TMiard 
to even approximate [38], it can be upper bounded by other easily computable 
quantities (for instance, it is well known that Tfc < A + 1, where A is the 
maximum degree of G, and that Tfc < A if G is a simple connected graph that 
is not a complete graph or an odd cycle [10, Chapter V]). Such upper bounds on 
Tfc can then be used to bound T*. 
2.2 Facts in Matrix Theory 
We now introduce some useful facts and techniques in the matrix theory. 
To begin, let A be an arbitrary dxd real symmetric matrix. An object that 
plays a central role in our investigation is the matrix exponential of A, which is 
denoted by exp(74) and defined via 
+ (2.11) 
i=\ 
It is easy to verify that if 入 e ]R is an eigenvalue of A, then exp(A) is an eigenvalue 
of exp(A). In particular, we see that for any A e S^, exp(A) is positive definite 
and II exp(A)|| = exp(||A||), where \\A\\ denotes the spectral norm of A. 
In contrast with the scalar case, the identity exp(A + B) = exp(A) exp(j5) 
does not hold for general A, B G S^ and is valid only when A and B commute. 
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Moreover, the function A i—> exp(74) is not matrix convex^. However, we have the 
following properties, which are sufficient for our purpose: 
Fact 2 (Golden—Thompson Inequality [28, 49]) Let A,B e S^. Then, we 
‘ have 
tr(exp(A + B)) < t r ( e x p � exp(B)), 
where tr(y4) denotes the trace of A, 
The proof can be found in [43], [46 . 
Fact 3 (Convexity of Trace Exponential) The function A tr(exp(y4)) is 
convex on S^. 
The proof can be found in [43 . 
Fact 4 (Jensen's Trace Inequality) Let f be a continuous function defined on 
an interval and let n and d be natural numbers. If f is convex, then the inequality 
‘ / n \ "1 � n ‘ 
tr / Z A f X i 或 < t r Y . A j f { X , ) A , (2.12) 
. 乂 」 . 
holds for any n-tuple {Xi, •. • ， o f self-adjoint dxd matrices with spectra con-
n 
tained in an interval and any n-tuple (Ai,.. • , An) of matrices with ^l^k = I• 
k=l 
Fact 3 is a special case of Fact 4; see, e.g., [31] for further details. 
2.3 Facts in Probability 
To prove large deviation bounds for the sum S = Z X i & A ’ we need some 
control on the behavior of the random variables “ ...，^m- Towards that end, let 
us introduce the following definition: 
Definition 2 A real-valued mean-zero random variable ^ is said to satisfy mo-
ment growth condition (M) with parameters if 
E[exp(0$Q)] ^ exp {OVQ^) 
for all e e (0，e) and Q e S^ with ||Q|| = 1, 
3We say that a function f : S(i — S"^ is matrix convex if f{\A + (1 — X)B) j Xf{A) + (1 - X)f{B) 
for any A,B GS'^ and A 6 (0,1). 
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Remark Using the power series expansion (2.11), it can be shown that the 
moment growth condition (M) is satisfied by a wide range of random variables. 
For instance, if ^ is a standard Gaussian or a Bernoulli random variable, then 
, E [ e x p (时Q ) ] � e x p 料卞、for all 6' G M and Q G i .e . ,�satisfies (M) with 
parameters (+00，l/\/2) [42，50 . 
Now we are ready to establish probability results that are applicable to different 
presumed distributional information. 
Bounded Distribution 
Suppose that ^ is a real-valued random variable supported on [a, b]. Then, 
we say that it is bounded on [a, 6], where a, b are finite real numbers. 
Proposition 1 Let X be a real-valued mean-zero random variable supported on 
a, b], where a, 6 G M. Then, for any 9 > 0 and Q e S^, we have 
E [exp(^XQ)] ：^ exp — a f Q " ^ . 
/ 
The proof of Proposition 1 relies on the following fact (see (4.16) of [33]): 
Fact 5 (HoefFding Inequality [33]) Let X be a real-valued mean-zero random 
variable supported on [a, b], where a, 6 E M. Then, for any 0 > 0, we have 
E [ e x p(伙 ) ] < exp - a ” ) . 
Proof of Proposition 1 Let 6' > 0 be arbitrary, and let Q = UKU^ be the 
spectral decomposition of Q, where A == diag(Ai’ … ， i s a diagonal matrix 
consisting of the eigenvalues of Q, Since 
E[exp(^XQ)] = E [exp{eXUAU'^) 
V i=i L / 
and by definition of the matrix exponential (see (2.11)) that 
Qip^i ‘ 
/ + — p E [X^] = diag(E [exp(^AiX)] ’ . . .，E [exp{eXdX)]), 
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we have 
E [expieXQ)] = [/diag(E [exp{9XiX)]，…，E [exp{eXdX)])U^. 
Moreover, by Fact 5, we have E [exp(似�X)] < exp ( 沪 - a)V8) for i = 
1，...，d It follows that 
E[exp(^XQ)] ^ t/diag fexp ( le^Xl{b - a A , . . . , exp (lo^XHb - a A ^ U^ 
\ / J J 
= U e x p (diag ( 臺 灼 ? — a ) 2 ， … . ， — a ” ) ) i F 
= e x p 
/ 
= e x p ( ; • —。)•)， 
as desired. • 
Gaussian Distribution 
If a random variable ^ has the following probability density function 
� 1 / (工-M)2� 
勝 e x p 〔 — ^ ^ ) ， 
then we say it has a Gaussian (normal) distribution a). The standard Gaus-
sian(normal) distribution refers to the distribution AA(0,1). We then have the 
following matrix moment generating function bounds: 
Proposition 2 Let ("i, C2 be independent standard Gaussian random variables 
and let Q denote any matrix in S"^ with ||Q|| = 1. Then, we have 
/ I \ 
E [exp(^CiO)l = exp -O'^Q'^ for any 9 > 0, (2.13) 
/ 
E [exp(以C1C2Q)] ^ exp for any 9 e (0,0.89), (2.14) 
E [exp (e (Ci2 - 1 )Q) ] ^ exp ( 4沪 Q 2 ) j^r any 6 6 (0’ 0.465). (2.15) 
In other words, Ci, C1C2 and ( f — 1 satisfy moment growth condition (M) with 
parameters (+00, l / y ^ ) , (0.89,1) anti (0.465,2), 
respectively. 
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Remark The constants above are chosen out of convenience and are by no means 
the only possible choice. However, the quality of the safe tractable approximation 
will in general depend on those constants; see Remark 2 after Theorem 2. 
‘ P r o o f By following the proof of Proposition 1, (2.13) can be obtained from the 
fact that 
E [exp(^Ci)] = exp ( • 沪 ) f o r any 0 E R. 
To prove (2.14) and (2.15), recall that 
E [exp(没C1C2)] = for any 0 G (—1，1), 
for any • 
In particular, it can be verified that 
E [exp(0CiC2)] < exp (沪) for any 9 e (—0.89，0.89), 
E [exp (0 (Ci - 1 ) ) ] < e x p (4沪) for any 0 < 0.465. 
Hence, using the argument in the proof of Proposition 1，we obtain 
E [exp(没C1C2Q)] ^ exp (沪Q2) for any e E (0,0.89), 
E [exp (e (C? — 1) Q ) ] � e x p ( 4沪 Q 2 ) for any 0 e (0’ 0.465), 
as desired. • 
Subgaussian Distribution 
If a random variable ^ satisfies the following property 
E [exp (tOl < exp (vH'^) , Vt g R , 
then we say that it has a subgaussian distribution with parameter v, where v < 00. 
To construct a safe tractable approximation of the chance constraint (4.1) 
with subgaussian perturbations, we need to derive certain matrix moment gener-
ating function bounds. This is accomplished in the following proposition: ‘ 
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Proposition 3 Let (1,(2 be i.i.d. suhgaussian random variables with exponent 
V > and let cr^  = E [Ci]. Then, we have 
E [exp(^CiQ)] ：^ exp [O^v'^Q^) for anye>Q,Qe 
E [exp(没C1C2Q)] j exp ( ( ^ for any a G ( O , l ) , 0 G (0’ 
and Q e 妒 with ||Q|| - 1, 
E [exp {9 — a') Q)] exp — a ” O^v^Q^) for any 6 e (0，^� 
\ 8v J 
and Q e cS^ with \\Q\\ = 1. 
In other words, Ci, C1C2 and Cf _ cr^  satisfy moment growth condition (M) with 
parameters {+00, v), [a/ (4”2) 八 1 一 q;)3/2),抓啊 ^ e (0’ 1) and (1 / (8^;” ’ 
— • v), respectively. 
Remark It is known that if X is a subgaussian random variable with exponent 
V > 0, then E [X^] < see, e.g., [27, Theorem 12.7.1], Hence, we always have 
-0-2 > 37^ 2 > 0. 
To prove Proposition 3, we need the following result: 
Fact 6 (Tail Behavior and Moment Generating Function Bound) Let X 
be a real-valued mean—zero random variable. Suppose that there exist M > 0 and 
7 � 0 such that Pr(|X| > t) < M exp(-jz) dz for all t > 0. Then, for any 
a G (0，1), we have 
f 2M \ 
E [exp(^X)] < exp 3 沪 
for all 9 e (—a7, cr/). 
For a proof of Fact 6, see [32, Lemma 3 . 
Proof of Proposition 3 The proof follows the same line as that of Proposition 
2. By definition, we have E[exp((9Ci)] < exp { 0 V ) for all ^ G R, from which it 
follows that 
E[exp(^CiQ)]^exp ( O W ) 丨 
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for all ^ e M and Q e Next, we compute E [exp(0CiC2)]- Since E[CiC2] = 0 
and 
Pi.(|CiC2| >t)< PrdCil > x/t)+Pr(|C2| >Vt)< 2 exp = exp ( — 点 ) d z 
for any ^ > 0, by Fact 6, we have E [exp(没C1C2)] < exp (640V / (1 — a)^) for all 
a e (0,1) and 9 G (0，a/ This yields 
E[exp(代 1C2Q)]�exp ( ^ ^ - ^ ^ V Q ^ ^ 
for all a G (0,1), 9 G (0, a / [Av"^)) and Q e S^ with ||Q|| = 1. Finally, for all 
poo 
E [exp (6 (C? 一 a^))] = exp {-Oa^) J Pr(exp (^C') > z) dz 
广00 
= 2 6 » . e x p ( — 没 f j ^ y li-exp [Ov?) -PrdCil >u)du 
/ / 2 \ \ 
< 40 , exp (-(9(7^) / w • exp 0 - — ] u^ ] du 
Jo \\ / 
/ 1 、 一 1 / 
= e x p - 彻 
乂 J y y2 J 
< exp {{4bv^ - a^) O V ) , 
where the last inequality follows from the fact that 
26 — < exp ( 4 5 沪 ^ n d Q � > for all (0,1/ {8v^)). 
Then, for all 6 e (—1/(8—)，0)， 
E [exp {e (C? - a^))] = exp (-Oa^) E [exp 
< e x p ( — � a 2 ) E [ l + 0Ci2 + | ( ^ ) 2 
= e x p {-ea^) (1 + 如2 + 1 没[。]) 
\ 2 / 
< exp (1 + ea ' + � V ) ， 
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where the first inequality is from the Taylor's expansion, and the last inequality 
comes from the fact that E [Ci] < (see Lemma 1.4, [11]). Notice that for 
1/(8I;2)，0)， 
‘ exp ((45一 - 沪 一 ) = e x p exp + (451；^  — a^) 0 V ) 
> exp ( _知2) (1 + 彻2 + (45^2 — ^2) q � 2 � ’ 
and that ff02”4 < (45一 — 一 ） 沪 , 一 holds for Q G (—1/(8z;2) ’ 1 / ( 8 z ; 2 ) ) . Hence, 
we obtain 
E [exp (e (C? - a ^ ) ) ] < exp — a^) O V ) 
for all 9 e (—1/ (Sv^) ’ 1/ {8v^)). Thus, 
E [exp {e (Cf — a') Q)] exp — a^) Q'^v'^Q^) • 
for all d e (0’ 1/ (8v2)) ^nd Q G with ||Q|| = 1’ as required. 口 
Rademacher Distribution 
If a real-valued random variable takes value in { 1 , - 1 } , with probability -
2 
for each, then we call it a Rademacher random variable. We have the following 
proposition on the moment growth condition of Rademacher random variables. 
Proposition 4 Suppose that ( is a Rademacher random variable. Then for all 
9 > 0 and Q e S^ with ||Q|| = 1, we have 
E[exp 卿 ) ] i ^ e x p ( 子 ) . 
Proof For any ^ G R, we have that 
E [exp ( 幻 ] = - e x p � + | e x p H ) 
1 / 。 沪 、 1 / \ 
/ 
= + 
By a similar argument as in the proof of Proposition 1，the matrix form of the 




In this chapter, we first establish upper bounds for 
/ m \ 
Pr Z 队 力 / ， 
and then develop safe tractable approximations for the chance-constrained LMIs 
from the probabilistic results. 
3.1 Probability Inequalities 
Theorem 1 (Main Result) Let ？1，...，$,爪 be real-valued mean-zero random 
variables satisfying moment growth condition (M) with parameters (Oi.vi),..., {6m, Vm), 
respectively. Suppose that an exact proper fractional cover {{Aj,Wj)}j of A = 
{1 , . . .，m} is given. Then, for any Ai,... E S^，we have 
( ( \ 
/ m \ c/.exp — ^ for 0 < t < 2rT, 
Pr E 卿 如 , 
\�=i , d-exp f-—+ rM for t > 2TT, 
where 
T = J 2 w j c y \ c j = ’ r = mm (3.1) ‘ 
j ieAj j-爪 
18 
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The proof of Theorem 1 relies on Facts 2 and 3, as well as the following 
two results. The first can be viewed as an extension of the so-called exponential 
Markov inequality to matrix-valued random variables. The second is a variant 
of a result by Oliveira [42:. 
Fact 7 (Ahlswede-Winter Inequality [1]) Let Y be a random dxd real sym-
metric matrix. Then, for any B e S^ and U e S^ such that if^U >- 0, we have 
Pr(y 7<B)<ti (E [exp {U{Y — B)U'^)]). 
The proof of Fact 7 can be found in [1, Lemma 17 . 
Proposition 5 Let Ci’... ’ G be independent real-valued mean-zero random vari-
ables satisfying moment growth condition (M) with parameters ..., (Oi, vi), 
respectively. Then, for any Ai,... ,Ai e S^, we have 
/ r / ' \i\ / I \ 
tr E exp 没 f GAi < d • exp 沪 
\ L \ i=i ) \) \ i=i ) 
for all 9 G (0，9), where 6 = mini<i</ {务/||74�||}. 
Proof We follow the argument in [42]. For any 沒〉0, define 
I 3 
Do = ^ e ' v f A l Dj = D o + - for j = 1 , . . . , 
i=l i=l 
Since tr(-) and E [•] commute, for j = 1，.，•，I, we have 
tr (E [exp(L',)]) = E [tr (exp {Dj^, + OCjAj - 0 ' v fA ] ) ) ' 
< IE [tr (exp(Z^,_i) exp (OQAj — 沪 � � ) ) ] (3.2) 
= t r (E [exp(L>,_i) exp {9QAj 一 沪 ) 
二 tr (E [exp(D,_i)] E [exp {OQAj — 0'VJA])]) ’ (3.3) 
where (3.2) follows from the Golden-Thompson inequality (Fact 2), and (3.3) 
follows from the independence of Dj—i and OQAj - O^jAj . 
We claim that . 
E [exp (0CjAj — 0'vfA^)] ^ I (3.4) 
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whenever 9 e (O, 9j/\\Aj\\). Indeed, since 0(jAj and O'^VjAj commute, we have 
E [exp {9( jAj - = E [exp{eCjAj) exp { -d^^A^J 
, = E [exp(^Cj^j)] exp (-O^VJA]). 
Now, let 
Pj = E [exp{eQAj)] and Qj = exp {-O'^v'^Afj . 
By assumption, for any 9 G (0’ 巧 ， w e have Pj ：< exp (O^v^A^j) = Q广， 
which implies that Q�广PjQ^广：< I. Since the matrices PjQj and Q�广PjQ!广 are 
similar, we conclude that PjQj / , as desired. 
Using (3.3) and (3.4)，we see that when 9 G (0, 6), where 0 = mini<j</ 
we have tr(E [exp(Z)j)]) < tr(E [exp(Z)j_i)]) for j = 1 , . . . , I, This implies that 
/ r / I \i\ 
tr I E exp e (i^i = tr(E [exp(A)]) V L \ i=i J\J 
< tr(E [exp(i:>o)]) 
= t r ( e x p [ V g ^ ) � . 
Upon observing that 
tr (exp ( V 亡 ^ m A ]<d exp ( V 亡 =".卿(V 亡 vfA^ ]， 
\ \ i=i J J \ i=i J \ i二 1 / 
the proof is completed. • 
Proof of Theorem 1 Since Wj)}j is an exact proper fractional cover of 
A, we can write 
m 
i=l j ieAj 
Let u,t > 0 be arbitrary. By taking Y = S, B = tl and U = ^/ul in Fact 7, we 
have 
Pr(S' 2< tl) < exp(-wt) . tr(E [exp(w<9)]) 
“ / / \y : 
= e x p (—lit) • E tr exp u ^^ wj ^^ ^lAi . 
. \ \ ^ / J . 
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Let Sj 二 ！^ie外 Consider a collection {pj } j of positive numbers, each 
corresponds to a pair in the exact proper fractional cover of A^ such that Ylj Pj — 
1. By Fact 3, we have 
, ( ( ^ \\ ( ( f^^inW tr exp u ywjSj = tr exp > P j S j < > Pj-tr exp -Sj 1 . 
\ \ j J J \ \ j Pj J J j V \ Pj " 
Moreover, by definition of an exact proper fractional cover, Sj is a sum of inde-
pendent random matrices. Hence, it follows from moment growth condition (M) 
and Proposition 5 that 
Pr(5 2< tl) < exp ) 
/ 2 2 \ IIUJ. 
< d • exp{-ut) 'Y^Pj' exp ^ vfAf 
j \巧.佑八 
whenever uWj/pj < 9； for all j, where Qj = miriig^ .^ In particular, if 
we set Pj = Wjcy^/T, then 
Pr(5 itl)<d- exp {-ut + u � � (3.5) 
whenever uT < QjC;广 for all j. Now, note that the right-hand side of (3.5) 
is minimized at u* = t/{2T^), and that Sjc/^ > miiiie乂{OiVi} > V. Thus, if 
t < 2rT, then vTT < Bjc]''^ for all j , which implies that 
Pr(5 exp 
On the other hand, if t > 2rT, then for any u' G (0, P/T) , we have u'T < ejc/‘^ 
for all j. This implies that 
Pr(S 主 tl) < d-mf^^ { exp + ((1 — 収 } = d-exp (—呈 + F^) ’ 
and the proof of Theorem 1 is completed. • 
Note that in order to apply Theorem 1, we need to have an exact proper 
fractional cover of A. However, such a cover may not be easy to find. Moreover, 
in the context of computation, some exact proper fractional covers may not admit 
efficient representations (e.g., when the weight vector w = (wj)j has exponentially 
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many non-zero entries). To circumvent these problems, we may follow the idea in 
Chapter 2 and provide an upper bound on the quantity T* = min ^Ylj J•， 
where Cj is now given by (3.1). For instance, we can bound 
' / \2 ( V2 \ 2 2 
\ J / y 3 ieAj y \ j J i=l 
< IIESi^M^llforalli . Then, we have { T ^ < T% ||Er=i 
where T/c is the minimum fractional chromatic number of a dependence graph of 
the random variables ^i , . . . 爪；see (2.10). This yields the following corollary of 
Theorem 1, which does not require knowing any exact proper fractional cover of • 
A： 
Corollary 1 Let f i , . . . , fm be real-valued mean-zero random variables satisfying 
moment growth condition (M) with parameters {9i,vi),..., d , Vm), respectively. 
Let G be a dependence graph o / ^ i , . . . , T h e n , for any Ai,..., Am G S^, we 
have 
( ( \ 
/ m \ d-expl-—\ forO<t< 2rr, 
Pr E ^ y / ^ \ ) 
丨 d-exp�-� + r y for t > 2VT, 
where 
m 1/2 
T = Tj, , mm 
i= l 
and Tfc is the minimum fractional chromatic number of G. 
3.2 Safe Tractable Approximations 
Armed with the results in the previous section, we are now ready to address 
the main objective of this paper, namely, to develop safe tractable approximations 
of the chance-constrained linear matrix inequality 
/ m \ 
Pr A ) � + E C i 糊 > 1 - e , (3.6) ‘ 
^ \ / 
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where f i , . . . are real-valued mean-zero random variables with a given list 
of independence relations, ^o, • • •, An : MJ^  S'^  are affine functions of the 
decision vector x G R", and e G (0，1) is a tolerance parameter. As in [6, 48]，we 
shall restrict our attention to those a; G R" that satisfy Ao{x) -< 0. Note that 
such a restriction is almost essential if we want the chance constraint (3.6) to 
capture sufficiently general settings. Indeed, it is not hard to verify that when 
e G (0,1/2) and “...，。are mutually independent and symmetric, a necessary 
condition for (3,6) to hold is that the decision vector a: G M" satisfies i4o(x) ：< 0. 
Now, given Qo, Qi, • • • ,Qi G S^, define the d(l + 1) x d(l + 1) symmetric matrix 
Arrow(Qo, Qu- • • ,Qi) by 
Qo Qi ••‘ Qi 
Qi Qo 
Arrow(Qo,Qi, ...,Qi)= . 
• • 
_ Qi Qo _ 
Then, we have the following theorem: 
Theorem 2 Let f i , . . . , Cm be real-valued mean-zero random variables satisfying 
moment growth condition (M) with parameters (9i,vi),..., {9m, Vm), respectively. 
Suppose that an exact proper fractional cover of A = {I,... ,m} is 
given. Let 
A' = for j = l,...，s, 
r = mini<i<^ {OiVi], and set 
r(e) = (3.7) 
r H otherwise. 
i 
Then, for any given e G (0,1)，the following system of linear matrix inequalities 
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is a safe tractable approximation of the chance constraint (3.6): 
find X eR^'.y 
‘such that Ao{x)�一^T(e) ^ Wjy^ I, (a) 
Arrow (“)./ ’ v.j^ A.； ( x ) , . . . , v.j^ 八� . (工 ) ) t 0 for j = l,...,s. {b) 
1 1 ” (3.8) 
In other words, if {x,y) G R" x R^ is a feasible solution to (3.8), then x eW^ is 
a feasible solution to (3.6). 
Remarks 
1. The size of the above linear matrix inequality system depends on s, the size 
of the exact proper fractional cover. Thus, if s is polynomial in the input 
parameters, then so is the size of the above system. 
2. In general, the quality of the safe tractable approximation (3.8) will de-
pend on the choice of the parameters {Oi,vi) , . . . , ((9^, Vm)- Indeed, if one 
chooses those parameters so that F is made larger (but finite), then we 
have r(e) = 2y/\n{d/€) for a wider range of e, thus making the constraint 
(3.8a) easier to satisfy for those e. However, if this is achieved by making 
some of the Vi^ s larger, then constraint (3.8b) will be harder to satisfy. It 
remains an interesting question to determine how the choice of the param-
eters (9 i ,v i ) , . . . , {6m, Vm) affects the feasible region defined by the linear 
matrix inequalities in (3.8). 
3. If A o { x ) , A i { x ) , . . . ,Am{x) are diagonal for each x G M" (e.g., in the case of 
a joint scalar chance constraint), then the linear matrix inequalities in (3.8) 
reduce to conic quadratic inequalities, which can be solved more efficiently. 
Proof Consider an a: G M" that satisfies -<； 0. Let t > 0 be such that 
AQ{X) r< —TL. By Theorem 1, we compute 
/ \ / rn \ 
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d • exp for 0 < ^ < 2rT, 
^ < ； n X (3-9) 




In particular, the chance constraint (3.6) will be satisfied if 
2 V ' l n ( c ^ / e ) - T < ^ < 2 r T (3.10) 
or + (3.11). 
Suppose that T > ^ln{d/e). 
Then, condition (3.10) is non-vacuous. We claim 
that in this case, if (x, G R" x M is a feasible solution to the system 
Ao{x) ^ -tl, 2y/ln{d/e)'T <t, (3.12) 
then X eW^ is a, feasible solution to the chance constraint (3.6). Indeed, suppose 
that (x, G R" X M is feasible for (3.12). If t satisfies (3.10), then a; is feasible for 
the chance constraint (3.6). Otherwise, we have t > 2 r r , which together with 
(3.9) yields 
( 爪 \ / Vf \ 
Pr A ) � + 2<0 < c i . e x p + < d • exp {-T^) < e. 
^ \ z=l / \ 1 ) 
This again implies that x is feasible for (3.6), and the claim is established. Now, 
using the Schur complement, we can reformulate (3.12) as the system of linear ma-
trix inequalities (3.8). This proves the theorem for the case where r > 
On the other hand, if T < then only condition (3.11) is non-
vacuous. Using the above argument, one can verify that in this case, if (x, t) G 
X R is a feasible solution to the system 
糊 ： ^ - 仏 ( 3 . 1 3 ) 
then rr e M" is a feasible solution to the chance constraint (3.6). Moreover, the 
constraints in (3.13) can be reformulated as the system of linear matrix inequal-
ities (3.8). This completes the proof of Theorem 2. • ‘ 
Remarks 
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1. Recall that if the random variables $i，...，€rn are mutually independent, 
then { (八 1)} is an exact proper fractional cover of A. In this case, we can 
simplify the arguments in the proof of Theorem 2 and obtain the following 
safe tractable approximation of (3.6): 
find x e W 
( 1 \ (3.14) 
such that Arrow • W i A ( 2 ： ) ， … h 0. 
The safe tractable approximation (3.14) has a similar form as those devel-
oped in [6，48]. However, it is worth noting that even for the case where 
6， . . . 乂m are mutually independent, our result extends those in [6, 48], as 
it does not only apply to Gaussian or bounded-support random variables 
but also to those that satisfy moment growth condition (M). 
2. When an exact proper fractional cover of A is not readily available, one can 
still construct a safe tractable approximation of (3.6) by using the minimum 
fractional chromatic number of a dependence graph of the random variables 
and applying Corollary 1. Since the derivation largely follows that 




Quadratically Perturbed LMIs 
In this chapter, we study chance-constrained LMIs with quadratical pertur-
bations, i.e. 
/ \ 
Pr A ) � + ^ QAiix) + CjCkBjkix) ：^ 0 > 1 - e, (4.1) 
\ 1 奶 A;細 / 
where Ai, Bjk ： M" -> are affine functions for 0 < z < m and I < j < k < m, 
and Ci, . . . J Cm are i.i.d. real-valued mean-zero random variables with various tail 
behavior. 
The construction of safe tractable approximations of (4.1) consists of two 
tasks: First, find an exact proper fractional cover to split the sum 
into its independent parts. Secondly, show that the random variables <^1,... 
satisfy moment growth condition (M) and determine the parameters. 
4.1 Exact Proper Fractional Covers 
As it is discussed in Chapter 2，in order to give an upper bound of (2.9)， 
we are interested in solving optimization problem (2.10)，which is generally J\FV-
hard. However, for the sum of quadratic random variables 
m 
= ^ Cj(kBjk(x), (4.2) ‘ 
i=l l<j<k<m 
27 • 
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we are able to construct an exact proper fractional cover which gives Y^^ Wi = 
m + 1 . Moreover, if we restrict ourselves to the case of Rademacher random 
ffi 
variables, a better solution can be achieved with Wi = h i . 
2 
General Quadratic Random Variables 
To construct a dependence graph for the summation (4.2), the most natural 
attempt is to denote each 絲 and each & as a node, and connect two nodes if 
they both have some Figure 4.1 shows the dependence graphs so constructed 
for {^i^k}i<i<k<3 and {^i^k}i<i<k<4- We notice that finding the minimal fractional 
cover of the above graphs can be achieved simply by constructing the following 
Table 4.1. . 
Figure 4.1: Dependence Graphs of {^i^k}i<i<k<3 and {^i^k}i<i<k<4 
1 2 … m - 1 m 
1 乂 1 A2 ••• Am-l Am 
2 A2 ••• Am 
• • • , • . 
• • . . . . 
• • • • . . 
m-1 Am-1 Am ... Am-3 Am-2 
m II Am \ \ ... Am-2 Am-1~ 
Table 4.1: Construction of the exact proper fractional cover. 
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In Table 4.1, each of {Ai}]!^ is defined to be an index set of random variables. 
In other words, if the (j, k)-th entry of the table is labeled Ai, then (j, k) e Ai. 
We do not tell the difference between the pairs (J, k) and [k,j), hence we assume 
that only the pair (j, k) with j < k appears in Ai. It is easy to verify that 
the collection of pairs { (為’ l ) } £ i forms an exact proper cover of the random 
variables {^j^k}i<j<k<m^ which gives Ya 叨i == m. As a matter of fact, it can be 
shown that m is the minimum that can be achieved for Wi among all exact 
proper fractional covers of Note that if we fix k, “ and “ are not 
independent (if s — j) in general. This suggests that m < X]二i k)eAi 切i < 
holds for any exact proper fractional cover Wi)}i. 
Now, we define ylo = {1，...，m}，which also corresponds to an independent. 
set Hence, we have that {{Ai, l ) } S o is an exact proper fractional cover 
of 义= { 1，… ’ m} U {{j, k):l<j<k<m}. 
By construction, every element of the form (j, j) is contained in exactly one 
of the sets 乂 i , . . . ,為.Hence , we may write 
m 
M^) + Y^ Cz^ i(^ ) + ^ QCkBjki^x) 
1=1 l<j<k<m 
m 
= M ^ ) + I] + I] iiM^) 
j=l ieAo 
m ["/ \ / y 
+ E E - Bjj{x) + CjCkB^.ix) ，(4.3) 
L / \ij,k)eAi:j<k / _ 
where cr^  = E [Cf]. In particular, once we show that the mean—zero random 
variables Ci, C1C2 and Ci -o-"^ satisfy moment growth condition (M), we can apply 
Theorem 2 and obtain a safe tractable approximation of the chance constraint 
(4.1). 
Quadratic Rademacher Random Variables 
Let €1，…,^rn be independent Rademacher random variables. Since f^ = 1, 
for i = 1 ’ . . . ’ m, we may only consider the cross terms {^i^k}i<i<k<m' 
It is easy to check that is a pairwise independent set. There-
fore, the way of constructing dependence graphs for the general quadratic random 
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Figure 4.2: A graphic description of quadratic Rademacher random variables. 
The graphs shown in Figure 4.2 are generated as follows. For {^A}i<i<fc<m, 
m > 2, we generate a complete graph Gm = (V, E) of degree m — 1, where we 
denote the vertices as V = {t»i，...，^;^}’ and the edges as E == {eik}i<i<k<m-
Note that each edge eik corresponds to a random variable 诚k' Consequently, we 
have the following propositions. 
Proposition 6 The maximal size of independent subsets ism — 
1. 
Proof Let Bm denote a spanning tree of Gm, which corresponds to a set of 
quadratic Rademacher random variables To begin with, we claim 
that every spanning tree in Gm corresponds to an independent set of quadratic 
Rademacher random variables, when m > 2. 
When 
m = 2, clearly {^必} is an independent set. Suppose the claim is true 
for m = k. For the case of m = /c + 1, the spanning tree Bk+i must have a node 
Va which is only connected to one other node Vb- By removing Va and eab from 
Bk+i we have a new tree Bl • It is easy to check that B^ is a spanning tree of 
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Gk — the complete graph generated by {^；丄’...,Vk+i}\{va}. To show that Bk+i 
is also an independent set of quadratic Rademacher random variables, we only 
need to show that for any possible event set 二 {Tr^le. jEBk+i 5 the equation 
‘ 而:Uje石…=n石… )=n Pr (议j = TUj) 
eij-eBk+i 
holds. Here we write = {'^ij}(i,j)ei if for any pair (i,j) e I the 
equation 城=lUj is true. For simplicity, we denote Ets^  •= for any 
spanning tree Bt. Note that 
Pr (丑仇+1 = n 扎+1) = Pr (丑巧=n^^, K6 = TTab) 
=Pr 如=UspUb = TTjSa = 1) Pr (Ca = 1) • 
+ Pr {Ets*^  = = TT^ l^Ca = —1) Pr fez = —1) 
=Pr [Ebi = n 召 乂 = 'Kah\U = 1) Pr {u = 1) 
+ Pr 彻k = U『力=-TTabl^a = " l ) Pi & = - 1 ) 
= l n Pr 秘 = 兀 
= n ？似J=兀幻Y 
Thus the claim is proven. Since the number of edges of a spanning tree 5m is 
m-1, which suggests that we can find independent sets with size at least m-1. 
On the other hand, once the corresponding graph of a set has more than m - 1 
edges, it suggests that there is at least one loop. It is easy to check that loops 
imply dependence. Therefore, the proposition is proven. • 
Now we are ready to present the construction of an exact proper fractional 
cover. Let Ai = and Wi = 1/2，，for i = 1，...，m. It 
is easy to check that { ( A , d e f i n e s an exact proper fractional cover 
•m 爪 ~ 
for which gives Y^Wi = —. Conversely, let {{Ai, WMI^L be any 
i=l 丄 
proper fractional cover of {^i^k}i<i<k<m- By Proposition 6, { { i ,k ) : (z,/c) E Ai } 
has no more than m-1 elements for all I e L. Moreover, notice that w i � ‘ 
l:(i,k)eAi 
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1 for any fixed pair (z, k). Therefore, we have the following inequalities. 
(m - 1) E ^^ > E ( E 
I払 {i,k)eA \i-.ii,k)eAi J 
‘ > E 1 
{hk)eA 
> m { m - l ) /2 . 
771 
By combining the results above, we see that — is actually the minimum that we 
can achieve for 切i • 
leL 
In addition, by constructing another pair (乂o, 1), where 乂 � = { 1 ’ . . •，m}’ 
we have that { ( A , 1)} U { ( A “ 1/;�)}�=1，...’爪 is an exact proper fractional cover for" 
(4.2), given that Ci，...，Cm are all i.i.d. Rademacher random variables. 
4.2 Bounding the Matrix Moment Generating Functions 
Now, let us study the behavior of S{x) under various moment assumptions 
on the i.i.d. real-valued mean-zero random variables Ci,…，Cm and develop the 
corresponding safe tractable approximations of the chance constraint (4.1). 
Bounded Perturbations 
Suppose that Q is supported on [ - 1 ,1 ] with cr^  = E [(f] e [a^, cr^] for i = 1, •.., m. 
To prove that the mean-zero random variables Ci, C1C2 and ( f - a ^ satisfy moment 
growth condition (M), we need the following result: 
Using Proposition 1，it is straightforward to obtain a safe tractable approx-
imation of (4.1) for the case where the random variables Ci,...，Cm are bounded 
and have bounded second moments. 
Theorem 3 Suppose that Ci, . . . ’ Cm are i.i.d. real-valued mean-zero random vari-
ables supported on [ - 1 , 1 ] with = E [Ci] G [a^a^]. Then, the following system 
of linear matrix inequalities is a safe tractable approximation of the chance con-
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straint (J^.l): 
find re e 股"，2/e Rm+i 
m / m \ 
‘such that 為(a;) + Bjj{x) j — 2A/ln((i/e) - ^ ^yi I / , 
3=1 \ «二0 ) 
m ( m \ 
A ) � + 斤2 [ 5力⑷ ^ — 2^/HdM 
J=1 \ 1=0 J 
Arrow ( y � / ’ - ^ A i i x ) , … ， ^ 0, 
Arrow (?///, ('"jfc召j.fc � ) ( 训 t � for I 二 I”..,m, 
where vjj = l /\/8 and Vjk = l /\/2 if j < k, for 1 < j < k < m. 
Proof Since Q is supported on [ -1 ,1 ] for i = 1,…，m, we see that C1C2 is also 
supported on [ -1,1] , and that Ci — cr^  is supported on [-cr^, 1 - a^]. Hence, by 
Proposition 1，we have 
E [ e x p 刚 ) ] ^ exp (全沪02) , 
E[exp(収2Q)] ：^  exp (昼沪Q2)， 
E [ e x p {e (C? - cj^) Q ) ] 」 e x p ( 魯 沪 
for all ^ > 0, i.e., Ci, (1(2 and — cr^  satisfy moment growth condition (M) with 
parameters ( + o o , l / v ^ ) , (+00, l/\/2) and (+00, l/^/8), respectively. Hence, we 
conclude from (4.3) and Theorem 2 that the following system of linear matrix 
inequalities is a safe tractable approximation of the chance constraint (4.1): 
find x e W . y e 
rn ( m \ 
such that Aoix) + a'^'^Bjj{x) ：< - 2y^\n{d/e) -"^yA I, � 
j=i V 1=0 J 
( 1 1 \ 
A r r o w � y o I , . . . ， ~ A m { x ) j h 0， ; 
Arrow (y, / ’ ( 巧 ( 估 ) e 為 ) t 0 for 1 = 1，..，，m. 
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Here, Vjj = 1/VS and Vjk = l /\ /2 if j < A;, for 1 < j < A: < m. If we do not 
know or^  exactly but know that G then we can replace (f) with the 
following robust constraint: 
m / m \ 
‘ Ao{x) + B j j ⑷ ^ — W H d / e ) / for all [辽2’厅2], (4.4) 
j=i V 1=0 J 
As can be easily verified, the following system of linear matrix inequalities is 
equivalent to (4.4): 
m / m \ 
\ 1=0 / 
m ( m \ 
A ) � + 厅 2 力 ⑷ ^ 
3=1 \ 1=0 J 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 口 
Gaussian Perturbations 
Upon combining Theorem 2 and Proposition 2 and noting that F = min{0.89，0.465 x 
2} = 0.89 in Theorem 2, we have the following theorem: 
Theorem 4 Suppose that G’...，Cm o/re i.i.d. standard Gaussian random vari-
ables. Then, the following system of linear matrix inequalities is a safe tractable 
approximation of the chance constraint (4.1): 
find x ^ W . y e 
m / m \ 
such that Ao{x) + ^ Bjj{x) < - r(e) ^t/H /, 
3=1 V 1=0 J 
f 1 1 \ 
Arrow (？ /。 /’ . . . , —Am{x)J t 0 ’ 
Arrow (y! / , fefc 召)(;‘，&)£々)t • /or Z = 1’...，m. 
Here, 
‘ 2^1n(c^/e) if < 0.89, 
0.89 + otherwise, ‘ 
Vjj = 2 and Vjk = 1 if j < k, for I < j < k < m. 
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Remark For the scalar case (i.e., when d = 1), it is possible to derive a more 
compact safe tractable approximation of (4.1) than that offered by Theorem 4. 
To see this, let x eW he fixed and write 
m 
Mx) + E CiAix) + ^ CjCkBjkix) = AO{x) + CA{X) + cT 否⑷ C， 
i=l l<j<A;<m 
where C = (Ci，.’.，Cm) e R^，A(x) = 04i(2：)，.. • ’ G and B(x) G S^ 
with 
( 
— ^jj(^) if J = 
i^Bjkix) if j < /c, 
fov I < j < k < m. Let B{x) = UMF he the spectral decomposition of B{x) 
(for Rotational simplicity, we suppress the dependence of U and A on x). Then, 
we have 
A ) � + ^>1(2；) + eB{x)C = Ao{x) + eA{x) + C^AC, 
where ( = f/'^C- Since C is a standard Gaussian random vector and U^ is or-
thogonal, C is also a standard Gaussian random vector. Moreover, by defining 
A ) = {1，... ’ m } and Ai = {(1，1),…’ (m, m)}，we see that the random vari-
ables in {Ci ： i e Ao} and { � : ( J , j ) G Ai} are mutually independent. Thus, 
using (2.13), (2.15) and following the proof of Theorem 2’ we obtain the following 
conservative approximation of the chance constraint (4.1): 
m � i / 爪 / m \ 1/2-
/ \j=i / 
Here, 
‘ 2v/ ln(l /e) if v^ln(l/e) < 0.93, 
r(e) = i n " 
+ otherwise. U.yo 
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Since ^j j 二 t r讽o : ) ) and J^jLi ^ j j = tr the above constraints can 
be reformulated as the following system of conic quadratic inequalities: 
find 2； g R " , (2/0,2/1) eM^ 
such that r(e)(2/o + yi) < -Ao(x) - tr ’ 
-^\\A{X)\\2 < yo. (4-5) 
/ m \ 1/2 
2 E 化 
J 
Curiously, for the case where d 二 1, an alternative safe tractable approximation 
of (4.1) with Gaussian perturbations can be obtained from a large deviation 
inequality due to Bechar [2]. In [2] it is shown that if is a standard Gaussian 
random vector, Q e S^ and c G M"^ , then 
( I f 1 \ 
Pr C^QC + c^C > tr(0) + 2 Jin - . E + 5 E + ^^^ ^^  " < ^^  
\ \| j,k=l / 
where s+ == max{A„^ a：c(Q)，0} and XmaxiQ) is the largest eigenvalue of Q. By 
specializing Bechar's result to our setting, we obtain the following safe tractable 
approximation of (4.1): 
find x e W . y e R 
I ~ f “ ~ 1 爪 _ 1 
such that 2 y i n - - E + 5 E A ' W < 'M^) - tr {B(x)) - 2y\n 
yl h B{x), 
？ / > 0 . 
(4.6) 
One would expect that (4.5) can be solved more efficiently than (4.6), as the 
former involves only conic quadratic inequalities, while the latter involves both 
conic quadratic and linear matrix inequalities. A comparison of the performance 
of (4.5) and (4.6) in the context of a signal processing application will be reported ‘ 
later in a separate article [51 . 
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Subgaussian Perturbations 
Now, let a ^ 0.2645 be the solution to the equation 
2a — 巡 
‘ (1 - a)3/2 = 丁. 
Then, we have 
\ 2a - 1 V45i;2 厅2 
^ ^ ^ j = ‘ ^ • 
Upon invoking Theorem 2 and Proposition 3, we are immediately led to the 
following theorem: 
Theorem 5 Suppose that Ci,. •.，Cm o/re i.i.d. subgaussian random variables with 
exponent ；^ > 0. Let cr^  = E [Ci] G [a^a^] and T = V - /(Sv). Then, the 
following system of linear matrix inequalities is a safe tractable approximation of 
the chance constraint (各.1): 
find 
m / m \ 
such that /lo(a;) ^ ^ Y l B j j � x ) ：< _ I r{e) 'Y^yi /， 
j=l \ 1=0 J 
m / m \ 
Ao{x) +厅2 [ ^ - T{e) . X > /， 
j=l \ 1=0 J 
Arrow {y^I, vAi[x),..., vAm{x)) b 0, 
Arrow [yil, 為 ) b 0 for 1 = 1,…�m. 
Here, 
r(e) = ln(We) 
r H otherwise, 
i 
Vjj = — a^. V and Vjk = Sv^/(1 — q；)^ /^  if j < k, for I < j < k < m. 
Rademacher Perturbations 
Consider the chance constraint (4.1) when Ci，…，Cn are independent Rademacher 
random variables, meaning that Q takes value ± 1 with equal probability for all 
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i. Since (f = 1, then the chance constraint(4.1) becomes: 
Pr ( ^ CiM^) + X ] 2Ci(:kBik{x) ^ A o - ^ c (4.7) 
\l<Kn l<i<A;<n l<i<n J 
Since� i (k , i < k is still a Rademacher variable, then by Proposition 4, the 
random variable CiCfc and Q satisfy moment growth condition (M) with parameter 
(+00，l/\/2). Therefore, we derived the following safe tractable approximation. 
Theorem 6 Let {(Aj,Wj)}'jLQ be the exact proper fractional cover of {^a} Pre-
viously • constructed, and r(e) = 2y^ ln (d/e). Then, the following system of linear 
matrix inequalities is a safe tractable approximation of the chance constraint (4.1): 
find x G G 
m / m \ 
such that Ao{x) + ^ Ajj(x) ( —r{e) . ^^^yi /, 
j=i \ 1=0 / 
( 1 1 \ 
Arrow … ’ ^ 0, 
/ 1 1 \ 




In this chapter, we focus on the computations of the safe tractable approxi-
mations derived before. We first introduce two update procedures which improve 
the performance of our approximation formulations, then apply our construc-
tions to a problem in control theory and compare our results with some existing 
approaches. 
5.1 Update Procedures for Safe Tractable Approximations 
To illustrate the idea of the update procedures, it is necessary for us to 
revisit some key formulations that we have met in previous chapters. The chance-
constrained LMIs that we are interested in are in the form of 
/ \ 
P I • 卜 ⑷ + 刷 > 1 - e , (5.1) 
where “ . . . ， a r e real-valued mean-zero random variables with a given list 
of independence relations, AQ,瓜...，Am : W^ S^ are affine functions of the 
decision vector x € M", and e G (0,1) is a tolerance parameter. In Chapter 3 and 
Chapter 4, we have probabilistic results of the following form 
P r ( � A 2 ^ t i ) (5.2) 
under several distributional assumptions on “ .••乂m. Here, Q, can be taken ‘ 
as any upper bound that we have derived in preceding chapters. To give a safe 
39 • 
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approximation of the problem (5.1), we have made the following observation: The 
constraint 
tl ：< -Ao{x) (a) 
< (5.3) 
‘ n < e {b) 
\ 
gives a safe approximation for (5.1). Since (a) and (6) can both be formulated 
as semidefinite programming constraints (see Theorem 2)，this approximation is 
also tractable. 
Consider the following general chance-constrained optimization problem: 
maximize f (x) 
/ m \ 
such that Pr Ao(x) + 0 > 1 - e, (5.4) 
^ V i=i / 
x g X , (5.5) 
where (5.4) is a chance-constrained LMI, (5.5) is any easy constraint and f is 
a concave function of x. By Theorem 2, we have the following safe tractable 
approximation formulation: 
maximize f (x) 
f s \ 
such that AQ(X) ：< - r(e) y ^ WJUJ I, (a) 
\ j=i 
Allow [vjl, v.j^A.j^ 0 ) , . . . , (re)) ^ 0 for j = 1’...，s， (b) 
X e X, 
y e � . 
(5.6) 
One observation on the conservatism of (5.6) is that (a) can be very loose when 
the dimension of AQ{X) is larger than 1. Since (a) is only constraining the largest 
eigenvalue of Ao(x), it rarely happens that (a) is met with equality when is 
not a scalar. Thus, we are motivated to develop the following update procedures. 
Update Procedure 1 
1. Set e > 0. Let Ai{x) = Ai{x), /or z = 0 , . . . , m. 
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2. Solve the following formulation (5.7) to get the optimizer pair 
maximize f (x) 
‘ such that Ao{x) j — ^r(e) ^ Wjy^ I, 
Arrow (約 / , v-j^A.j^ (x),..., i)这�A.j^ {x)^ y 0 for j = 1 , . . . ,s, 
a; e X , 
y e � . 
(5.7) 
Stop i/||io(2;*) + /|| < e. • 
3. Update (一A)(:c*))-i/Mi(:c)(—A�(a;*))-i/2 to be Ai{x), for i = ... Go 
to Step 2. 
Proposition 7 Update Procedure 1 has the following property: If x* is the op-
timizer of (5.7) of the current iteration, then there exists y** G W such that 
{x*yy**) is feasible to the constraints in (5.7) of the consecutive iteration. 
Proof Let us denote the optimizer pair of the current iteration as {x*,y*), 
where x* G R", y* = ( y j , . . . ,y*) G M®. Now we show that there exists y** = 
(y^*,... ’ y:*) such that {x*,y**) satisfies the following constraints: 
• � i ^ - ( W ) 亡 zi；说)/, (5.8) 
V j=i J 
Arrow [y j l , ( r e ) , . . . ， i g ) (a;)) b 0 for j = 1,...，s， (5.9) 
where Ai{x) is defined to be for alH = 0，…，m. 
The proof is constructive. Let y** = r(e) e � ^ wjy^ for i = 1,...，s. It can be easily 
seen that {x*,y**) satisfies the constraint (5.8). Then, by the fact that (5.9) is 
equivalent to the following constraint: 
Arrow •. .,v.jA.j(x)^ t 0 for j = l,...,s, 
' ' � (5.10) 
we can check that y**{-AQ{x*))匕 t/jl holds, thus it follows that {x*,y**) satisfies 
(5.10). To conclude, is feasible to both constraints (5.8) and (5.9). • 
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Now we give another update procedure as follows. 
Update Procedure 2 
1. Set 9 > 0. Let Aiix) 二 Ai(x), for i == …，m. 
2. Solve the formulation (5.7) to get the optimizer pair {x',y'). 
3. Set y = y', then solve the following formulation (5.11) to get the optimizer 
pair (x*, U*). 
maximize f (x) 
such that Ao(x) ：^  — I r(e) ^ wjpj j U� 
\ 3=1 ) 
Arrow (拓 ' U - M . j (a;)，…，v.^ ^ (x)^ y 0 for j = 1,... ,s, 
U 
X e X. 
(5.11) 
stop if\\Ao {x') + i\\ < e. 
Update ( - 為 1 / 2 to be Ai(x), for alii = 0,…，m. 
Go to Step 2. 
Remark In computations, we choose a small number Umin > 0 and solve the 
semidefinite condition U 匕 Uminl instead of [/ 0. 
Proposition 8 Update Procedure 2 has the following properties: 
1. If x' is the optimizer of (5.7), then there exists U' y 0 such that U') is 
feasible to the constraints in (5.11) in the current iteration; 
2. If X* is the optimizer of (5.11) of the current iteration, then there exists 
y** € such that (x*,y**) is feasible to the constraints in (5.7) in the 
consecutive iteration. 
Proof Property 2 follows from Proposition 7. Property 1 can be proved by ‘ 
making U' = -Ao{x'). • 
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Propositions 7 and 8 theoretically assure that both update procedures do not 
worsen the objective in every iteration. Thus we can expect to improve the 
objective by running the procedure repeatedly. 
Analysis on the Update Procedures 
For the sake of having a clear understanding, let us rewrite the problem of 
our interest in the following form: 
I I rn \ \ 
Pr D + D > 1 - e, (5.12) 
^ V \ ) ) 
where D is any positive definite matrix of the same dimension as .. •， 
One can easily check that (5.12) is equivalent to the constraint (5.1). By Theorem 
2, we derive the following safe approximation. 
find X eR^'.y eSl^ 
( s \ 
such that DAo{x)D — j T(e) WjHj I, 
V / 
Arrow (yjl, v,式 DA.j^ {x)D,..., w.j DA.； y 0 for j = 1 ’ . . • ’ s. 
‘ 3 (5.13) 
By substituting D = where U is also positive definite, we have an equiva-
lent formulation: 
find X eW,y eW,U e S^^ 
such that Ao{x) ：< 一 ^T(e) ^  Wjy^ U, 
Arrow (yjU, v-jA.j (x),..., v.j A,j (x)] ^ 0 for j = 1’...，s. 
\ 1 1 Sj I'Sj ) 
(5.14) 
By introducing a positive definite matrix [/, (5.14) is expected to be less conser-
vative than the original formulation where we use U = / as a constant. However, 
solving (5.14) is challenging, since it is generally non-linear and non-convex. One 
observation is that by fixing either y or U, (5.14) becomes a set of semidefinite pro- t gramming constraints as desired. In both update procedures, we intend to solve 
the so-constructed semidefinite programming problems repeatedly, provided that 
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in each iteration we don't worsen the optimal value. In Update Procedure 1, we 
begin with U = I�and update U to be — in the each iteration, where 
X* is the optimizer of the last iteration. In Update Procedure 2, we also begin 
with U = I, after obtaining the optimizer pair {x*,y*) we let y == y* and solve 
it again to obtain the optimizer pair (af*，f/**), and update U to be —成(a:**) 
in the next iteration. In numerical experiments, Update Procedure 1 usually has 
better convergence^ speed if 6 is set to be small enough, while Update Procedure 
2 gives better optima. 
5.2 A Numerical Example and Comparisons 
To illustrate numerically the constructions developed in the preceding chap-
ters and the update procedures, we apply them to the minimum-volume invariant 
ellipsoid problem in control theory and compare their performance with some ex-
isting methods. Before we present our computational results, let us state the 
problem and define its chance-constrained counterpart. Consider the following 
discrete-time controlled dynamical system (cf. [5, Exercise 4.76]): 
x(t + 1) = Ax{t) + bu{t) for t = 0 , 1 , . . . , 
a;(0) = X. 
Here, A G and 6 G M" are system specifications, x{t) G R" represents the 
state of the system at time t, 5 G M" is the initial state, and u{t) G [—1,1] is 
the control at time t. Naturally, one is interested in characterizing the trajectory 
{x{t) : t > 0} of the dynamical system, so that its influence and stability can 
be determined. However, an exact characterization is often difficult, as it would 
depend on the system specifications A and b, as well as the control u{t) at each 
time t > 0. Instead, one could find a simple region in M" that captures the 
"stable" part of the trajectory. For instance, consider an ellipsoid centered at the 
origin, i.e., 
E(Z) = {xeW :x'^Zx<l}, 
where Z 0 is an n x n symmetric positive definite matrix. We say that E{Z) is 
an invariant ellipsoid if Aa; ± 6 6 E(Z) whenever x G E{Z). It is known that if ‘ 
^Here we say a procedure converges if \\Ao (x*) + /|| goes to 0 as we run the procedure repeatedly. 
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E{Z) is an invariant ellipsoid and x{t) e E{Z) for some t > 0，then x{t') e E{Z) 
for all t' >t [5, Exercise 4.76]. In other words, once the system is in a state that 
belongs to the invariant ellipsoid, then the subsequent trajectory of the system 
will remain inside the invariant ellipsoid, regardless of the control. With this 
/ 
interpretation, it is natural to find an invariant ellipsoid for the given dynamical 
system that has the smallest volume. Towards that end, let us first recall the 
following result from [5, Exercise 4.76]: 
Fact 8 (Existence and Characterization of Invariant Ellipsoids) Suppose 
that the vectors b, Ab,..., are linearly independent. Then, an invariant 
ellipsoid exists if and only if A is stable (i.e., \\A\\ < 1). Moreover, the ellipsoid 
E{Z) is invariant if and only if there exists a A 2 0 such that . 
“ 1 — h^Zh - A -h^ZA ‘ 
^ 0. (5.15) 
_ -A^Zb XZ - 們 A 
Fact 8 allows us to formulate the problem of finding the minimum-volume invari-
ant ellipsoid as a bilinear semidefinite programming problem. To see this, recall 
that the volume of the ellipsoid E{Z) is /^„(det where is the volume of 
the n—dimensional unit Euclidean ball. Moreover, the function Z i—> (det Z)^/" is 
concave in Z ^ 0, and the constraints 
y<{detZY/\ ZhO 
can be expressed as linear matrix inequalities [5, pp. 149-150]. Thus, we have the 
following bilinear semidefinite programming formulation of the minimum-volume 
invariant ellipsoid problem (note that constraint (5.15) implies that A G [0，1]): 
maximize y 
subject io y< (detZ)^/", 
(MVIE) � l - i ) T Z 6 —A -h^ZA -
b O , 
_ -A^Zh \Z - A^ZA 
A e [0,1], Z ^ 0. 
Although (MVIE) is difficult to solve in general, it can be approximated by solving 
a finite collection of semidefinite programming problems {(MVIE(A)) : A 6 V), 
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where 
maximize y 
subject to y < ( d e t Z ) " " , 
(MVIE(A)) � 1 — 心 - ； ^ —bTZA _ 
bO, 
-A^Zb AZ - A^ZA 
Z hO 
and V C [0,1] is a finite set (e.g., one can take V = {0.00，0.01’..., 0.99’ 1.00}). 
Specifically, we have the following numerical procedure for approximating Prob-
lem (MVIE)： 
Procedure A P P R O X - N O M I N A L - M V I E 
1. For each A G let tViom(入)be the optimal value of and ( 2 / n o m (入 (入 ) ) 
be the optimal solution to (MVIE (A)). 
2. Return E[Znom[X*)) as the approximating ellipsoid, where 入* = arg maxAei) Wnom(A)-
Note that in the above formulation, the system specifications A and b are assumed 
to be exactly known. However, it is conceivable that they are corrupted by some 
random noise. For the sake of simplicity, let us assume that only b is corrupted, 
and that it is given by 
bi = bi + pQ for i = 1 ’ . . . ’ n’ 
where 6 E M" is the nominal value of 6 G M", > 0 is a fixed constant to control 
the level of perturbation, and Ci，…，Cn are i.i.d. real-valued mean-zero random 
variables of one of the following two types: 
(B) Ci is supported on [—1，1] with cr^  = 1/3, for z = 1 , . . . , n. 
(G) Ci is a standard Gaussian random variable, for z = 1 , . . . , n. 
Under this setting, there is a natural chance-constrained version of the minimum-
volume invariant ellipsoid problem, namely, to find aZ y 0 such that the ellipsoid 
t 
E{Z) is invariant with probability at least 1 — e and has the smallest volume, 
where e > 0 is a tolerance parameter. To tackle this problem, let us follow our 
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earlier idea and consider the finite collection of chance-constrained semidefinite 
programs {(CCMVIE(A)) : XeV}, where 
maximize y 
subject to y < ( d e t Z ) " " , 
广 � - 1 + 6TZ6 + A IFZA 1 \ 
(CCMVIE(A)) Pr � 0 2 1 — e, 
^ \ ATZb -XZ + A'ZA 
� V ‘ 
i=l l<j<k<n 
ZhO 
and V C [0,1] is a finite set. For each fixed A 6 [0,1], we can construct a 
safe tractable approximation of (CCMVIE(A)) using the results in Chapter 4, 
and also incorporate the update procedures introduced in the preceding section. 
This suggests the following numerical procedure for approximating the chance-
constrained minimum-volume invariant ellipsoid problem: 
Procedure A P P R O X - C C M V I E 
1. For each A G P , let VstaW be the optimal value of and {ystaW, ^staW) be 
the optimal solution to a safe tractable approximation of (CCMVIE(/\)) with 
the update procedure incorporated. 
2. Return E(Zsta{^*)) as the approximating ellipsoid, where A* = arg max入gp VstaW-
Alternatively, one can use Monte Carlo sampling to tackle (CCMVIE(A)). To the 
best of our knowledge, this is the only other approach in the literature for process-
ing chance-constrained linear matrix inequalities with quadratic perturbations. 
In this approach, one samples N i.i.d. copies (⑴，...，（(…of the random vector 
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C — (Ci , . . . , (Vi) and construct the so-called scenario program 
maximize y 
,, subject to y < (detZ)^/", 
n 
(MCMVIE^(A)) + 二 ( f ( f B j “ \ Z ) 3 0 
i=l l<j<fc<n 
for Z = 1 , . . . , TV, 
ZhO. 
It can be shown that when 
N> 全 ( L - 1 + In 臺 + — 1) In 全 + ln2 i ) ’ (5.16) 
where L 二 n(n + l ) / 2 is the number of decision variables and 5 G (0，1) is a con-
fidence parameter, the optimal solution to the scenario program (MCMVIEiv(A)) 
will be feasible for (CCMVIE(A)) with probability at least 1 — 5; cf. [16]. This yields 
the following alternative numerical procedure for approximating the chance-
constrained minimum-volume invariant ellipsoid problem: 
Procedure A P P R O X - M C M V I E 
1. Choose 5 G (0，1) and N such that (5.16) holds. Generate N i.i.d. copies of 
c. 
2. For each 入 G P，let •Umc(入）be the optimal value of and (2/mc(A), Z•(入)）be 
the optimal solution to the sampled problem (MCMVIE7v(A)). 
3. Return 爾 (A* ) ) as the approximating ellipsoid, where 入* = arg maxAep UmcW, 
In our numerical experiments, we set V = {0.00, 0.01，...，0.99，1.00} and consider 
the following problem instance: 
- —. — . 
-0.8147 -0.4163 _ 1 
— b = 
0.8167 —0.1853 ‘ 0.7071 ‘ 
- J LI J 
( 
and Ci，".，Cn are i.i.d. real-valued mean-zero random variables of either type 
(B) or (G). All experiments are run under the environment of Matlab R2009b 
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on a computer with Intel Core 2 Quad CPU Q9400 2.66GHz, 2.87GB of RAM. 
The computations are performed using CVX, a package for specifying and solving 
convex programs [29, 30]. In all experiments where the update procedures are 
involved, we choose 0 = 0.001 in the stopping conditions. 
Table 5.1 shows the performance of various procedures when e = 0.05, 
p = 0.01 and 5 = 0.05, while Figure 5.1 shows the ellipsoids obtained by those 
procedures. To compare the sizes of different ellipsoids, we use the average linear 
size measure, which is defined as ALS(£;(Z)) 二 幻))""；see [5, pp. 268 
for the motivation of using such a measure. As can be seen from the table, the 
average linear sizes of the ellipsoids obtained by the stated procedures are all very 
close to each other. Moreover, the average runtime (averaged over the \V\ = 101 
iterations needed to find 入*) of the safe tractable approximation approach is less 
than that of the Monte Carlo sampling approach. This demonstrates the advan-
tage of our proposed safe tractable approximations. 
NOMINAL S T A - B - 1 S T A - B - 2 M C - B S T A - G - 1 S T A - G - 2 M C - G 
avg. line size 4.0221 4.1667 4.1464 4.0688 4.1727 4.1545 4.1367 
A* 0.71 0.70 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 
avg. runtime (sec) 0.2187 3.8571 2.7143 5.1563 3.6667 2.3333 5.1406 
Table 5.1: Performance of various procedures, with e = 0.05, p = 0.01 and 6 = 0.05. (I) 
NOMINAL： Procedure APPROX-NOMINAL-MVIE. (II) S T A - B - 1： Procedure A P P R O X -
CCMVIE with Update Procedure 1，using the safe tractable approximation for bounded 
perturbations (Theorem 3). (Ill) S T A - B - 2 : Procedure APPROX-CCMVIE with Up-
date Procedure 2，using the safe tractable approximation for bounded perturbations 
(Theorem 3). (IV) Mc-B: Procedure APPROX-MCMVIE, assuming that each CI fol-
lows the uniform distribution on [-1,1]. (V) S T A - G - 1 : Procedure APPROX-CCMVIE 
with Update Procedure 1, using the safe tractable approximation for Gaussian per-
turbations (Theorem 4). (VI) S T A - G - 2 : Procedure APPROX-CCMVIE with Update 
Procedure 2，using the safe tractable approximation for Gaussian perturbations (Theo-
rem 4). (VII) Mc -G : Procedure APPROX-MCMVIE, assuming that each Q follows the 
standard Gaussian distribution. 
Figure 5 .2 shows the ellipsoids obtained by the S T A - B - 1 and S T A - B - 2 ap- ‘ 
proaches for different values of e, with p = 0.01. For the case where e = 0.001 
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Nominal and chance-constrained invariant ellipsoids. 
“ 51 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 • I 
w - — - Nominal 
、-‘：、， — S T A - B - P 1 
4 - ��� - - STA-B-P2 
�� 一...MC-B 
/ / \ STA-G-P1 
3 . # \ �� STA-G-P2 
J X 
::測 
一 5I 1 1 1 I I I I I I 1 
-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
Nominal and chance-constrained invariant ellipsoids. 
I 1 1 1 1 1 r 





4.6 _ \ ^ ^ STA-G-P2 
：圓 
3.6 tZ A——(L 1 1 A 1 I I : 
-3,6 -3.4 -3.2 -3 -2.8 -2.6 
Figure 5.1: Nominal and chance-constrained invariant ellipsoids obtained by various 
procedures, with e = 0.05, p = 0.01 and 5 = 0.05，and its local view. 
i 
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or 6 = 0.0001, our machine ran out of memory when we ran the Monte Carlo 
sampling approach. By contrast, the complexity of our safe tractable approxima-
tion approach does not vary with e. Moreover, as can be seen from the figure, 
the average linear sizes of the ellipsoids obtained are very close to that of the 
nominal ellipsoid，even though e varies from 0.0001 to 0.01. This suggests that 
our approach is not very conservative, at least in the setting we considered. 
Nominal and chance-constrained Invariant ellipsoids. 
6| 1 ；r- 1 1 1 1 1 I I I 71 
——Nominal (ALS=4.0221) 
_ STA-B PI ^=0.0001, ALS=4.3482). 
“ ^ STA-B PI (e=0.001. ALS= 4.2517) 
>乂以：：^二 — \ 一 - STA-B PI ^=0.01, ALS=4.1888) 
4 - 广 Z \ , STA-B P2 CE=0.0001. ALS=4.2273). 
/ \ � � � � � , V STA-B P2 fe=0.001, ALS= 4.2023) 
3 - / / \ � � � : : 一 STA-B P2 ^=0.01, ALS=4.1709)[ 
I \ ‘ 
一- 『 一 一 、喊〜.、 ..夕Z -
一5I 1 1 1 J 1 I I I 
- 5 - 4 - 3 - 2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Nominal and chance-constrained invariant ellipsoids. 
5.4 r 1 i 1 1 I I —r--| 
——Nominal (ALS-4.0221) 
STA-B PI (£=0.0001, ALS=4.3482) 
STA-B PI (e=0.001, ALS= 4.2517) 
5.2 - ——STA-B PI (£=0.01. ALS=4.1888) 
\ STA-B P2 (£=0.0001, ALS=4.2273) 
\ STA-B P2 {£=0.001, ALS= 4.2023) 
\ - - STA-B P2 (e=0.01. ALS=4.1709) 入 
4.8- \ ,…..... ——..- -
\ • :.:.:....: : .二....二:...一—•：^：^：^^^:— .… 
xT" . V . .: 二 - ^ ^ 
" 『 . 工 一 - - - - 一 … 
4.4 二 . Z ' ' ' \ -
4.2- \ -
1 1 ^ i I I 1_ 
-2.6 -2.4 -2.2 - 2 -1.8 -1.6 -1.4 
Figure 5.2: Nominal and chance-constrained invariant ellipsoids obtained by S T A - B - 1 
and STA-B-2, with p = 0.01, and a local view. 
i 
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Finally, Figure 5.3 shows the ellipsoids obtained by the S T A - B - 1 and S T A -
B - 2 approaches for different values of p, with e = 0.05. Again, the average linear 
sizes of the ellipsoids obtained are very close to that of the nominal ellipsoid. 
, Nominal and chance-constrained invariant ellipsoids. 
-Nomina l (p=0, ALS=4.0^1) 
5 _ ——STA-B PI (p=0.001, ALS=4.0464) 
.. . STA-B PI (p=0.005, ALS=4.1194) 
\ STA-B PI (p=0.01,ALS= 4.1667) 
4— \ ——STA-B P2 ((3=0.001, ALS=4.0345) 
J p ^ \ ——STA-B P2 45=0.005, ALS=4.0843) 
3 - f W \ STA-B P2 (p=0.01, ALS= 4.1464) 
-51-I 1 1 1 1 1 I I 1 I 
- 4 - 3 - 2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4 
Nominal and chance-constrained invariant ellipsoids. 
( 1 1 I I 1 1 1 I I I I .1 
——Nominal (p=0, ALS=4.0221) 
——STA-B PI (p=0.001, ALS=4.0464) 
STA-B PI (p=0.005, ALS=4.1194) 
• ‘ STA-B PI (p=0.01. ALS= 4.1667) 
- - S T A - B P2 (p=0.001. ALS=4.0345) 
. “ S T A - B P2 (p =0.005, ALS=4.0843) 
5 - STA-B P2 (p=0.01. ALS= 4.1464) | 
4 , - \ -
\ - -
CVi ‘•.•+••-•"'"" ... V "•^ 'Sj^  •• • '•；“ ... 
X ...""‘… 一 一 — ；; 二‘ ―二―"^--：：-. 二••丄‘ 
4.6-一：.......-；一.:一.： ‘ 一 . . - \_ . — .. - - “ -
—— 
‘ ‘ 一 \ \ 
4.2 - \ � 
4I 1 1 1 1 1 1 ^ 1 1 I I_ 
-2.4 -2.3 -2.2 -2.1 -2 -1.9 -1.8 -1.7 -1.6 -1.5 -1.4 
Figure 5.3: Nominal and chance-constrained invariant ellipsoids obtained by S T A - B - 1 
and STA-B-2, with e 二 0.05，and a local view. 
Remark In our numerical experiments on the chance-constrained LMIs with 
bounded perturbations, we applied Hoeffding-type bounds to construct safe ap- : 
proximations. However, it is necessary to point out that, from the probabilistic 
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point of view, tail bounds on the sum of bounded perturbations can be loose 
when the number of the perturbations is small. Thus, a more natural way to 
handle such circumstances is to solve the robust problem instead, either by exact 




In this thesis, we developed safe tractable approximations of chance-constrained 
linear matrix inequalities with dependent perturbations, where the only informa-
tion available about the dependence structure is a list of independence relations. 
An advantage of our safe tractable approximations is that they can be expressed 
as systems of linear matrix inequalities and hence can be efficiently solved using 
standard packages. As a crucial initial step of our construction, we proved a 
large deviation bound for sums of dependent random matrices, which may be of 
independent interest. Our work (see also [22]) is a first attempt to develop a gen-
eral framework for processing chance-constrained linear matrix inequalities with 
dependent perturbations. As such, some questions remain. For instance, is it pos-
sible to give an affirmative answer to the convergence of the update procedures? 
Is it possible to develop other update procedures with better performance? Also, 
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